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Introduction

Oxford HR specialises in identifying the key leadership skills required to develop
new or changing teams and works with our global partners to appoint executive
talent to support your wider organisational development change programme.

International Development is a broad practice area that
spans the globe and encompasses the work of a great variety
of organisations, including private sector consultancies,
development banks, inter-governmental organisations and
multilateral bodies, as well as both direct development and aid
NGOs and INGOs.
Our extensive networks of contacts and associates at every level
right across the sector, and in every country, gives us unparalleled
reach to help identify the right talent for your organisation from a
wide variety of potential backgrounds.
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Our approach is to utilise practical methodology to understand
the role, the context and the opportunity for someone coming to
join you, and use this to develop a comprehensive and detailed job
brief with a compelling recruitment message.
Our clients range from small NGOs operating in-country, to huge
international organisations that operate across continents, and we
have provided critical HR support to both niche providers and key
global players in the UK, Europe, Africa, Asia, the Middle East and
the Americas.

Our Track Record

UNAIDS

Executive Director
Founded in January 1996, The Joint United Nations Programme
on HIV and AIDS (UNAIDS, Geneva) is a complex organisation
that is overseen by a Programme Coordinating Board with
representatives of 22 governments from all geographic regions,
the UNAIDS Cosponsors, and five representatives of nongovernmental organisations (NGOs), including associations of
people living with HIV/AIDS.
UNAIDS is the main advocate for accelerated, comprehensive
and coordinated global action on HIV/AIDS, and is working
towards stopping new HIV infections, ensuring that everyone
living with HIV has access to treatment, protecting and promoting
human rights and producing data for decision-making.
UNAIDS sought a new Executive Director to succeed Michel
Sidibé, the second Executive Director (2009-19) and a longstanding champion of a people-centred approach to health and

development, and a strong advocate for social justice. Our search
was focused on identifying a senior leader with knowledge of the
HIV/AIDS epidemic with a global perspective, and a clear ability
to negotiate and work closely with governments, NGOs and
members of civil society.
The search identified candidate cohorts within WHO, UN and
similar; Governments; NGOs; Foundations and Academia; and
generated an agreed longlist of 9 candidates (4 females, 5 male).
Winnie Byanyima, Executive Director of Oxfam International,
accepted the offer to become the next Executive Director,
bringing 30+ years of experience in political leadership, diplomacy
and humanitarian engagement, professional qualifications and
personality to take the organisation forward.
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Our Track Record

Better Cotton Initiative
CEO

Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) operates as a not-for-profit
organisation. Through a cooperation with a multi-stakeholder
group of organisations, together they defined what a better,
more sustainable way of growing cotton would look like. They call
this definition “Better Cotton” with the aim of developing Better
Cotton as a sustainable, mainstream commodity. Oxford HR has
worked with BCI to help them fill several senior roles, including their
Director of Standards and Assurance as well as their last two CEO’s.
The latest CEO appointment was previously the Executive Vice
President of the Consumer Good Forum, CEO of CIES – The
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Food Business Forum. He is trilingual and a holder of an EMBA
from London Business School.

“The Oxford HR involvement was a seamless process. I felt
supported and well guided and felt I had all the information
I needed; light touch guidance without being intrusive.”
Alan McClay, CEO, Better Cotton Initiative

Our Track Record

Conflicts Dynamics International
COO

Conflict Dynamics International works to prevent and resolve
violent conflict between and within states and to alleviate human
suffering resulting from conflicts and other crises around the
world. Based in Boston, they have a branch office in Kenya, and
programmes spanning across Africa, Asia and a small presence in
South America.
The Chief Operating Officer was required to hold an advanced
degree in operations management, public administration or notfor-profit management with a minimum of 15 years’ of progressive
professional experience in the areas of not-for-profit operations
and management.

Oxford HR’s search strategy for this role was comprehensive
across the NGO sector and academic institutions in Boston
and the surrounding areas. The submitted longlist presented
individuals with a wide range of backgrounds, including within UN
agencies, philanthropies and advocacy organisations.
The placed individual has over 20 years’ experience in
humanitarian law and human rights, having occupied a leadership
position at a leading Ivy League university. They look forward to
contributing to the success of CDI and their mission to prevent
and resolve violent conflict, and to alleviate human suffering,
through improved humanitarian access and peacebuilding.
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Our Track Record

INTERPOL

Director of Finance and Corporate Services
INTERPOL is the world’s largest international police organization,
with 194 Member States. Created in 1923, it facilitates crossborder police co-operation, and supports and assists all
organizations, authorities, and services whose mission is to
prevent or combat international crime.

INTERPOL was also very committed to achieving greater diversity
within its senior team at their Lyon Headquarters and selected
Oxford HR to ensure a search that would reach to regions and
countries under-represented in INTERPOL’s staff and to many
female candidates.

INTERPOL was seeking a strong and experienced professional
to serve as Director of Finance and Corporate Services within
its Executive Directorate Resources Management. INTERPOL
was looking for a combination of senior financial management
experience with solid knowledge of IPSAS standards as well as
excellent leadership, change management and communications
skills to inspire and empower high performance international
teams.

The search identified candidate cohorts at the headquarters or
regional offices of United Nations Agencies but also among a
variety of international organisations (mostly INGOs and IDLO)
and the private sector, including the ‘Big Four’ accounting firms.
Our search generated an agreed longlist of 17 candidates (13
strongly recommended and 6 ‘maybe’ ones. Our outreach to
identify strong female candidates and to ensure diversity proved
very successful as 13 women from 10 different nationalities were
included in the longlist. Following Oxford HR and client interviews
our top recommended candidate (South African, female) was
appointed and will start this role soon.

Porticus

Director of Effective Philanthropy
Porticus collaborates with partners around the globe to foster
human dignity, social justice and sustainability. Working within
Porticus’ areas of education, society, faith and care, as well as in
the fields of economic development and climate change, they
aim to contribute to systemic social change by combining their
global expertise with their grassroots networks all over the world.
Porticus currently operates twelve offices in five continents and
annually supports more than 2000 partner organisations in over 90
countries.
The appointed Director of Effective Philanthropy has more than 15
years’ experience as an economist in international development,
focused on strategy development, evaluation and impact
management, in over 18 countries, in 4 different languages.
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The role requires shaping and developing an effective and
collaborative learning and evaluation function to support the
delivery of strategic impact, thought leadership within the
philanthropy sphere and innovative thinking.
Oxford HR successfully identified 16 highly qualified candidates
with a background in philanthropy or self-employed experts/those
who had experience working within NGOs or government. The
list also had a balance of those who had worked in international
settings, as well as those who had worked within the Dutch
environment, where Porticus is based.

Our Track Record

Practical Action

Director of Influence and Impact
Practical Action is a global innovator, inspiring people to discover
and adopt ingenious, practical ways to free themselves from
poverty and disadvantage. Oxford HR has worked with Practical
Action to fill many posts, including the appointment of Paul
Smith-Lomas as International Director before he became Chief
Executive, and many regional and technical roles.
The brief for the Bangladesh Country Director was to find

a national development leader with extensive experience in
Bangladesh and beyond. Bangladesh is a successful exporter
of highly qualified development professionals, and half the
initial shortlist of ten (5 women and five men) were working as
expatriates outside Bangladesh. The successful candidate is a
Civil Engineer specialised in water, sanitation and agricultural
sectors, a perfect match for Practical Action. She had been
Director of Programmes and Advocacy at WaterAid Bangladesh.

International Rice Research Institute
Director of Finance

IRRI’s mission is to improve livelihoods and nutrition; abolishing
poverty, hunger, and malnutrition among those who depend on
rice-based agrifood systems. In doing so, IRRI’s work protects
the health of rice farmers and consumers, and the environmental
sustainability of rice farming in a world challenged by climate
change. IRRI’s work promotes the empowerment of women and
supports opportunities for youth in an equitable agrifood system.

Ecolab. It was a difficult search due to the prospective relocation
for international executives, but we received a total of 47
applications, of which we forwarded 7 strong candidates to IRRI.

Oxford HR worked with the International Rice Research Institute
in 2018 in the search for their Director of Finance. The successful
candidate, Angshu Sengupta, had 28 years’ experience in
commercial industries and was thrilled to be given the opportunity
to work and gain insight in the for-purpose sector.

“I have been impressed with the quality and calibre of candidates
they have presented us with and their ability to cast a wide global
trawl that wrings out candidates who may not be currently
looking giving us more as solid pool of individuals to consider. I
wholeheartedly recommend their services.”

Both client and candidate were impressed with the Oxford HR
process. Ola Fajobi, HR Director at IRRI, noted

The search mapping concentrated on organisations such as
Cardno, The Coca Cola Company, GlaxsoSmithKline, Paladium and

BRAC

Director Programme Development
Oxford HR placed BRAC’s Director for Programme Development
in 2019. BRAC is the top global NGO of 2019, with the vision of
a world free from all forms of exploitation and discrimination and
where everyone has the opportunity to realise their potential.
It acts as a catalyst, creating opportunities for people living in
poverty. The organisation is specialised in piloting, perfecting, and
scaling innovations to impact the lives of millions.
The role of Director of Programme Development required
progressively responsible experience in an international business
environment that includes leading roles in programme design and
development, donor proposal development, and management
experience of a diverse workforce. They were to be responsible

for building systems of collaboration and helping to build overall
programme development capacity.
We appointed a candidate with significant international
programmes experience, and our client contact at BRAC was
delighted with the outcome, and noted that we ‘delivered
according to plan, supported the process from beginning to end
and even provided follow up support to the candidate up to 6
months after hire.’
“I have never experienced this level of support from any recruiter.”
Audrey Ahwan, Director for Programme Development, BRAC
International
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Our Track Record

Médecins Sans Frontières
OCA

Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) is an international, independent,
medical humanitarian organisation that delivers emergency
assistance to people affected by armed conflict, epidemics,
natural disasters and exclusion from healthcare. MSF Operational
Centre Amsterdam (OCA) is a partnership between three primary
MSF sections: Germany, Holland and the United Kingdom, and
three strategic partners: Sweden, Canada and the OCA South
Asia Regional Association. OCA assists populations in crises
where the0re is a high level of medical and humanitarian need.

Oxford HR has a long standing relationship with MSF OCA,
having placed the joint post of OCA Management Team Chair and
General Director of MSF Holland, which is the highest executive
function of the OCA and the highest executive function of MSF
Holland, respectively, in addition to multiple Senior Directors.
These include Director of Operations, Director of Resources and
Medical Director.

Gatsby Africa

Preferred Supplier
Since 1967 Lord Sainsbury of Turville has given the Gatsby
Charitable Foundation more than £1 billion to distribute to
charitable causes. Gatsby Africa’s mission is to accelerate inclusive
and resilient economic growth in East Africa by demonstrating
how key sectors - such as commercial forestry in Kenya - can
be transformed. Oxford HR has worked closely with Gatsby
Africa since 2010 and helped fill over 50 posts, including many
Programme Directors and senior technical and operational staff.

“Oxford HR managed the process extremely professionally helping us
to source great candidates, whilst taking all the weight off us through
the process. Importantly they helped to filter and ensure the fit was
right and that candidates were well briefed and genuinely interested
and suited to us.”
Justin Highstead, Africa Executive, Gatsby Foundation

African Development Bank
Preferred Supplier

Oxford HR has been working with the African Development
on a range of services since August 2018. It’s a multilateral
development finance institution, headquartered in Cote d’Ivoire,
with the mission to spur sustainable economic development and
social progress in its regional member countries, thus contributing
to poverty reduction.
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We have completed 6 executive search assignments for AfDB,
including, Head of Unit, Ethics Office; Director Country
Economics; Director Compliance Review and Mediation Unit; and
Division Manager Strategy and Transaction Support.
Further to this, we have carried out over 90 longlists, screening
CV’s in both English and French.

Our Track Record

Plan International

Country Director - Sudan
Plan International is a rights-based development and humanitarian
organisation working for better lives for all children. Their global
strategy has a specific focus on girls, as they are often the most
marginalised and most often left behind. They have committed
themselves to the ambitious target of reaching 100 million girls
over 5 years, to ensure they can learn, lead, decide and thrive.
As part of the broader organizational effort to transform itself
to achieve greater impact, Plan International Sudan underwent
transformational change and strategy development process.
This process required the leadership of the Country Director
and experience in change management. The organization was

committed to meeting safeguarding expectations across all
its operations and expected the country director to ensure all
incidents regarding child abuse and sexual harassment were
reported and effectively managed.
We worked with Plan International on this role on a longlisting
basis. Our search targeted strong female candidates. Our
submitted report was received very well, with the appointed
candidate having an excellent track record working in fragile
regions, including Mauritania, Guinea, Sudan and Liberia, and she
also holds an MBA in Leadership and Sustainability.

Sabre Education

Operations Director
Sabre Education is one of the leading early years education
organisations in Ghana transforming the lives of children by
providing access to quality years education. They were seeking
a talented Operations Manager and tried recruiting themselves
first. After a round of interviews, and not finding a successful
candidate, they reached out to Oxford HR who had been
successful in a previous recruitment Sabre had in 2016. After
conversations with Oxford HR they raised the level of the role to
Operations Director.

strategic and organisational development of Sabre and reports on
finances to the UK and Ghana Boards of Trustees.

The role is responsible for the financial operations of both Sabre
UK and Sabre Ghana, and HR, administration, fleet management,
security and ICT functions for Ghana. As a member of the Senior
Management Team, the Operations Director contributes to the

“The team at Oxford HR was great. They were flexible in how we
worked together to meet up to our needs and lived up to their
commitments”.
Elizabeth Williams Bassi, Operations Director, Sabre

The successful candidate has a proven track record serving as a
Finance professional, with over 15 years of experience in auditing,
consulting and Not-For-Profit grants management. She is an
expert in negotiating terms and conditions of grants with donors,
with relevant hands-on experience in compliance with donor
requirements.

Rockefeller Foundation

Senior Director – Smart Power for Rural Development, Thailand
The Rockefeller Foundation’s mission - unchanged since 1913 - is
to promote the well-being of humanity throughout the world.
Together with partners and grantees, The Rockefeller Foundation
strives to catalyse and scale transformative innovations, create
unlikely partnerships that span sectors, and take risks others
cannot.
Oxford HR has worked to fill numerous positions including
several Senior Associate Directors and Associates Directors in
both Asia and Africa. This included the appointment of a Senior
Director – Smart Power for Rural Development, based in Thailand.

This role has the overall goal of enhancing social and economic
development for poor or vulnerable people in India and other
geographies, such as Africa and Myanmar, were met. This was a
global search with the initial shortlist comprising of 5 women and
4 men.
The appointed candidate was previously a Director with The
MasterCard Foundation based in Toronto. She has also worked
for UNICEF and held various roles with Plan International, and her
last role was as Regional Director for East and Southern Africa.
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Our Track Record

Global Water Partnership

Chief Executive Officer/ Executive secretary
In the first quarter of 2020, the Global Water Partnership (GWP)
contracted Oxford HR to help find a CEO to implement their
aspirational new strategy. Due to COVID-19, the whole process
took place online, which was completely new for GWP and
the board.
GWP is a multi-stakeholder action network dedicated to
working with countries towards the equitable, sustainable, and
efficient management of their water resources. It is comprised
of 3,000+ partner organisations in over 180 countries. GWP’s
network of 65+ Country Water Partnerships and 13 Regional
Water Partnerships convenes and brokers coordinated action
by government and non-government actors, supported by a
global secretariat, set up as an Intergovernmental Organisation in
Stockholm, Sweden.

“The process was affected by Covid-19 but managed very agilely by
Oxford HR working closely with the board steering committee. Very
happy with the outcome of the process, the online guidance and the
excellent leadership assessments. This really helped in the decisionmaking process. Great insights and clear and well written reports.
Great value for money.”
Howard Bamsey, Chair of the board

SNV
SNV hired Oxford HR to find a new Business Development
Manager and ended up hiring two. Subsequently, SNV contracted
Oxford HR for a minimum of ten roles over a one-year period.
SNV Netherlands Development Organisation is one of the
largest Dutch development organisations, with operations in
more than 25 countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America. SNV
aims to lift up incomes and access to basic services making a
lasting difference in the lives of people living in poverty, helping
them raise incomes and access basic services. Driven by the
Sustainable Development Goals, they are dedicated to a society
in which all people are free to pursue their own sustainable
development, and no one is left behind.

“We liked the proposal and the candidate pack and discussed in
detail what we were looking for as it was a second search for SNV.
Team, reports and the online portal where all very helpful. The
shortlist exceeded our expectations, so we contracted two Business
Development Managers and another candidate for another vacancy.”
Shoban Rainford, Global Head of Business Development at SNV
and Kate Iversen, Global HR advisor at SNV.
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